The x-ray holography program at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has two principal goals: 1) the development of x-ray diffraction techniques for DNA sequence analy,;is and 2) the development of x-ra2, laser holography for structural analysis of intact biological cells and "
organelles. DNA sequence analysis will be accomplished by applying x-ray diffraction techniques to determine the ensemble average of the sequence of labels along the individual elements of crystalline DNA. X-ray laser holographic imaging will be accomplished by " applying three dimensional xzray holography to elucidate the structure of few hundred angstrom objects such as 300 A chromatin fibers, nuclear pores and nucleic acid replication complexes in living cells. Existing laboratory x-ray lasers will be utilized to produce flash xray holograms of the biological structures.
DNA Sequence Analysis Based on X-Ray Diffraction
Currently DNA sequence analysis is usually accomplished using procedures based on electrophoresis techniques which are relatively slow. A potentially faster method is to use xray diffraction techniques. In this approach, the target DNA sequence is amplified to produce a large number of identical copies and selected sites along the DNA fragments (e.g. ali ba,ses of one type) are labeled with atoms that scatter x-rays _fficiently (e.g. with high atomic number elements such as iodine or mercury). The labeled DNA fragments are made linear and oriented with their long axes perpendicular to a beam of coherent X-rays. High energy x-rays with a wavelength smaller than the required resolution are used. Typically this will be approximately 1.5_. The distribution of' labels along the target DNA sequence is determined by Fourier analysis of the resulting coherent x-ray scattering pattern. The Fourier transforms of the coherent x-ray scattering patterns from four samples of the same target DNA sequence gives the information needed for complete DNA sequence analysis. Each of the four samples has ' only one of the four types of bases labeled. The interpretation of the relative positions of the labels along the copies of the target DNA sequence is facilitated by labeling one end of each copy of the target DNA sequence with a distinctive, high atomic number label. This allows • specification of the positions of the labels relative to the distinctive end label. In general, the end label will be separated from the target DNA sequence by a distance that is comparable to the length of the target DNA sequence. 1012 1014 co les_of ssentmll Identical x_ f h t_ ,_ DNA Large numbers (e.g.~-
• p' :, e : " y" _ '" cop'eso t et_gct sequence are required l_norder to produce an interpretable diffraction pattern without significant radiation damage in the sample. These copies willbe obtainedeither by clonal mult}plication in a bacterial host, or by an in vitro amplification method such as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). DNA base labels wll---_ be introducedby continuation of the PCR reaction in the presence of one halogenated dNTP (e.g. Iododeoxyuridine; I-dUTP). This results in the incorporation of a halogen at the position of each base of one type (e.g. all thymines will be labeled with an iodine by amplification in the presence of I-dUTP).
Labeled copies of the target DNA sequence will be arranged in a near linear form with their long axes perpendicular to the coherent x-ray beam for determination of the positions of the high atomic number labels along the target DNA sequence. Linear positioning of the fragments will be attempted several methods including parallel positioning in an electrophoretic environment, orientation in a DNA fiber, andorientation in a li.qmd crystal. A proof-of- using a Cu target to produce 1.54/_ K line radiation. A pyrolytic carbon crystal is used to eliminate broadband radiation from the source. Sufficient spatial cohererice is produced through the use of pinhole and placing the sample DNA far from the source. A 30 base long synthetic DNA sequence with 2 labeled bases and 1 reference label Will be used. The oriented DNA sample distribution will be obtained by using either a liquid crystal or by pulling the DNA in a fiber. The diffraction pattern will be recorded on x-ray film. Computer simulatior_s of this experiment, which include ali the atoms within the DNA sequence, m_cate that the labeled sequence should be,clearly obtained from the predicted diffraction pattern .
X-Ray Laser Holography
Much of modern biology is directed toward the analysis of the function of macromolecular structures (e.g., chromatin-enzyme replication complexes, fluclear pore structures, structures of protein complexes, elements of the apparatus, etc.) smaller than the,resolution limits of light , microscopes (2000/_,). This trend should steadily increaseas the international genomic,_effort provides genetic information about the proteins that mediate cell function. We are developing xray laser holographic imaging to meet these new requirements for biological microscopy. This , technique utilizes the coherent x-ray beam from an x-ray laser to produce a flash x-ray hologram of the object under investigation.. This hologram is then numerically reconstructed to provide a three dimensional image of the object with high spatial resolution. Several aspects of this microscopic technique are being investigated including: a) x-ray scattering physics, b) x, ray hologram simulation and numerical reconstructio:_, c) development of x-ray holography geometries, and d) x-ray laser development. The optimal wavelength for producing an x-ray hologram of biological objects in water has been determined by a detailed invea_igatlon of the physics of coherent x-ray scattering from biological mate_als such as protein z. The optimal wavelength is the x-ray wavelength which maximizes the coherent x-ray scattering and simultaneously minimizes the x-ray absorption. This optimum is _about44A just outside the "water window" between the carbon and oxygen K edges (43.7 -23A) which was previously believed to.be the optimal wavelength regime. A secondary optimum allowingmore penetration is at 23A.
The damage caused by the x rays that are absorbed by the object during the creation of the x-ra), hologram also has been investigated. The production of an interpretable hologram reqmres that sufficient photons be scattered to allow detection of approximately 100 coherently scattered photons from each object pixel. These scattered photons must be produced on submillisecond timescales to prevent biological motion and Brownian motion from compromising the resolution. For small objects (-,300A) heat conduction is not effective on these timcscalcs and sig0ificant heating occurs. This heating has been calculated. Achieving a spatial resolution of 300A wilil result in sample heating to approximately 6000 K. This will cause a rapid h_cdrodynamic expansion which comprormses the resolution as well as destruction of the ' object. If the exposure time is less than 50 picoseconds, the object pixels do not have sufficient time to expand significantly beyond their initial size, Thus, the hologram must be produced before '_he x-ray heating induced explosion can destroy the object, l'hese effects , force the use of pulsed x-ray sources such as x-ray lasers which have the necessary high peak powers for prc, ducing holograms on these time scales. The x-ray damage problem can be significantly reduced if the biological object has structures of interest within it labeled with high x-ray scattering cross-section materials such as gold, Microspheres of gold as small as 10/_ in diameter can be attached to structures within cells with techniques such as immunogold labeling. This allows specific structures to labeled and the x-ray fluence required to image these structures can be significantly reduced. The use of 300/_ gold microspheres reduces the required x-ray fluence by a factor of 60. This results in the object reaching temperatures approximately at the boiling point. The resulting expansion is reduced allowing exposure times of a few hundred picoseconds, well within the capabilities of existing x.-ray lasers. Using larger gold spheres will result in temperatures below the boiling point and in negligible expansion. In this case, the exposure time is limited by the time scales for biological motion and other x-ray sources such as synchrotrons can potentially be used.
Computer codes for the simulation of and reconstruction of x-ray holograms have been developed. These codes are used to evaluate different holography systems and to determine their realistic peffomaance capabilities. These codes are validated by testing their predictions and reconstructed images against visible light holography experiments with known objects. Simulation studies suggest that multiple-view holography will be required for analysis of the three dimensional structure of macromolecules with few hundred Angstrom resolution. Multiple views are required because the depth resolution is proportion_l to the square of the hologram f-number. Typical holography systems will have f-numbers of~5 because of the spatial distribution of the scattered x-rays. Thus, the depth resolution that can be achieved from a single hologram with a 44A x-ray laser is~1000/_.
Holograms produced simultaneously at different angles can be combined to achieve both high three dimensional spatial resolution and reduced noise. This has been demonstrated in numerical simulations of x-ray holograms of simple protein rods and spheres in water.
We have conducted preliminary x-ray holography experiments using an x-r_ly laser and initiated the design of a conceptualx-ray holography system which is capable of producing high three dimensional spatial resolution of biological objects. In.the initial x-ray holography experiments, a selenium x-ray laser with a wavelength of 207A was used to make Gabor holograms of 8 micron diameter carbon fibers and 10 micron thick gold bar figures:'. These experiments demonstrated that x-ray lasers are sufficiently intense and coherent to produce holograms in exposure times of~200 picoseconds and that multi-layer x-ray mirrors are sufficiently flat and smooth that they can be successfully used in phase sensitive x-ray • experiments.
We have produced a conceptual design of an x-ray laser holography system for biological aoplications. This system is based on Fourier transform holography and uses multipoleviews. _l_e x-ray laser used is a nickel-li,ke qa laser operating at a wavelength of 44.83_ _. Lasers with wavelengths as short as 35.6Ahave been de qaonstrated. In this system different spatially coherent portions of the x-ra_, laser beam directe_.tby multi-layer x-ray mirrors alon_ a differerit lines of sight through the object. Adjacent to tke object is a reference scatterer wl_ichconsists of a gold disk or sphere. X-rays scattered from the object interfere with x-rays scattered from the reference scatterer at detectors placed along each line of sight produced by the optic. X-ray film is used as a detector, although a CCD deter'tOr could be used. If three wews are recorded, the x-ray laser needs to have an output energ)' of -50 microjoules to produce interpretable holograms on each detector. This would result m _ three dimensional resolution of 300A. The object is maintained in an aqueous environment in an x-ray transparent boron nitride holder.
